
I.

fisherman → fisher + man

one independent wordform of the english vocabulary can completely be
reduced to other attested = accepted wordforms of the same
language

the computer will offer variants of segmentation. Incomplete
segmentations have to be refused in toto:

fisherman → f? + is + her + man

the segmentation would only be acceptable if our analysis would have
shown that f- is an accepted prefix in English. Apparently that’s
not the case.
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II.

Let’s continue with the first result, reusing the same algorithm:

fisher → fish + +er

the confirmation of fish as an accepted string in
English is no problem

fish cannot be reduced completely to smaller units
beyond the level of pure letters

fish therefore can be regarded as string-’Atom’ in
English, as kernel, as starting point for several reuses
and combinations (compounds, ’declination’)

+er is not an independent wordform
in English

to confirm it as an accepted but
unindependent string in English we
need a further search procedure
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III.

Question: can be shown that +er in English is a conventional string
serving as formative to the construction of independent
wordforms?

Spontaneously we would answer: ’yes’

But the algorithm first needs an additional analysis, see IV.

On the basis of IV. it can be said: yes, +er is a conventional,
unindependent string in English serving as amplifier of a kernel.

Now the algorithm led to a satisfying distributional analysis of
fisher → fish

fish+ +er

To give an outlook for further aspects:
Prefixes and affixes too may form compounds (e.g.

un-in-de-pend+ent+ly

There are homographs purely on the expression level (without any

semantic enclosure), e.g. german er as separate wordform, as

prefix, as affix etc.

A terminological discrimination will be possible between endings in

the strict sense (e.g. »Plural«-s) and amplifiers of the kernel (see

IV.).

See V.
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IV.

See e.g.
serv+ant
serv+e
serv+er
serv+ice
serv+iette
serv+ile
serv+ing

A comparable alphabetical listing has to be made with many other
wordforms which partly are identical

Question of control: Do the variant endings reappear in combination
with other – up to now ’hypothetical’ – unindependent kernels or
separate wordforms?

If Yes: We recognized both – kernel and ending formative

If No: Go to VI.

If Yes: Go back to III.

The same procedure is applicable to prefixes, see
dis-ability
dis-advantage
dis-affected
dis-agree
dis-allow
dis-appear
. . .
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V.

The question is whether or not the element man represents a syntax-
atom which stops our decomposition.

One could imagine a solution like: m-an, an being verified as separate
wordform.

But what m- could be?

It is presupposed here that m- cannot be proved as accepted and
wellknown prefix in English.

So a solution like m-an has to be rejected on the same reasons as in I.
(incomplete segmentation).

Instead: adding m to the existing string an creates a totally new string.
See VI.

Outlook:

Traditional morphology constates a close relationship between man and
men on behalf of semantic reasons (singular vs. plural).

Our approach disregards such semantic based relations. The
substitution of some elements of a string can hardly be integrated in a
distributional analysis.

One should not aim at obtaining by some distributional tricks the same
semantic based results of the old morphology.
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VI.

Main task: to recognize the difference between

– the constitution of a huge vocabulary on the basis of few
elements (letters) and under the constraint to form rather short
strings. So the addition of one letter at any place of a given
string creates a totally new string.

– the legitime modification of one and the same string by
appending accepted modifiers of that language.
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VII.

A morphology developed purely on the expression level will not lead
to results comparable to those of the old morphology, using only
another kind of approach.

Instead in linguistic research our theoretical framework has to be
reorganized:

– the instrinsic value of the expression level will be much more
respected. The research procedures will be more coherent, the
computer can be used to a large extent.

– the level of meanings attracts a much more detailed description
than was used in the old morphology/syntax. The type of
analysis is fundamentally different to the previous one: now the
knowledge of a competent speaker has to be included.
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Such a theoretical clarification will entail consequences in different
practical fields, such as

– language acquisition – (many grammar books are confusing the
pupils by their categories earned from traditional linguistic main
streams). E.g. those learning German are taught that the perfect
active is expressed by a passive form as in ich habe geworfen.
In our perspective such an explanation is nonsense. The
difficulties in overtaking it don’t point to weak intellectual
capacities of the pupils/students but to those of the teachers: the
so-called passive form in fact is semantically unspecified and
indifferent. It may be used to express the function passive. But
at the same time and with the same right it can express perfect
active. The mistake – firstly – lies in privileging the passive
interpretation and – secondly – in defining an item of the
expression level (gesetzt) by a semantic term (passive).

– Machine aided/assisted Translation. Such a project is no more
restricted by unreflected grammatical categories. The
expression level of any individual language can be analyzed
automatically by the same algorithm. The clear-cut separation
between expressions and contents is in respect to the content
level identical with an Interlingua concept applicable to many
individual languages.
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Old:

cognitive superscience (CHOMSKY 1957)

SYNTAX
LITE

???????????? 〈=〉 RARY DIS
PHO ? MOR ? 〈=〉 COUR
NE ? PHO ? 〈=〉 STU SE

TICS ? LOGY ? DIES
????????????

Questions: How to integrate semantics (since the 60ties)?
How to integrate pragmatics (since the 70ties)?

New:

theoretical background (Semiotics, General Systems Theory)

/ \

morphology
= syntax
= expressions

content analysis

semantics
pragmatics

TG TL TP
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